Strikers Trapped by Arbitration; Sold Out by CIO; Must Take Over Union

The settlement signed in Detroit on February 11th by General Motors and the United Auto Workers, which brought to a close the greatest auto strike in the history of the world, has been called by virtually every body of workers still fighting that strike as a betrayal. The settlement of the strike in the Fisher Body Division of General Motors could be read as a blueprint for how to defeat a workers' struggle. The CIO used its power in the Fisher Body Division, the most militant section of the General Motors strike, to break the strike and sell out the workers. The Fisher Body Division settlement shows clearly the strategy of the CIO in working with the employers to defeat a workers' struggle.
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DO YOU SAY?

Help Build a Marxist Party in Spain


To continue the work we need money. The League will appeal to all workers to help us in the building of a revolutionary party in Spain. All donations should be made in the name of the League and be sent to: The League, 2401 Division Street, Chicago, Ill.

J. M. Carl Expelled

J. M. Carl has been expelled from the Revolutionary Workers League by the Political Committee. Carl left Spain before the outburst of civil war and joined the League on his arrival here. Although the Spanish civil war was still in its infancy when Carl returned to Spain, joined the Workers Party of Marxist Unification and was a member of the League in Spain, he did not renounce his sympathies with the League in Spain.

MARIANIST INDEPENDENCE

Our comrades will work to build a Marianist League for the creation of a Marianist League. The League will be a political party and will be organized in Spain.
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need revolutionary capital

The trial is a signal to world capitalism that the League is holding the line on its rightist workers, that it will be faithful to its ideals against any intervention of the Spanish revolution. They are also the signal to the workers that they need a new revolutionary party.
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